
GOVERNMENT BACKED BUSINESS STARTUP LOAN SCHEME
An unsecured loan for new business’ or business’ trading less than 36 months. Terms
available: 1-5 years. Loans available for up to £25k. With no early repayment penalties and a
government fixed rate of 6%. 

FLEXIBLE FINANCE
Secure financing through our dedicated partners at Admiral Leasing. Enjoy the flexibility of fixed
repayment terms (2-5 years) with or without a deposit. You also have the choice of deferred
payments, where you don't need to make any payments for 6 months, or pay just £50.00 for the
first 6 months. Select the repayment duration that best aligns with your requirements. (Subject to
a finance credit check)  Tel: 0161 628 1250 and ask for our personal reps Carol, Hayley or Frances.

Contour Group offers easy and affordable purchasing options that perfectly fit your
business' cash flow. We are here to assist you in providing the finest beauty/laser
treatments at your clinic or beauty salon, using the latest and most advanced beauty
devices available from us.

INCREASE YOUR PROFITS!

We assist you in unlocking your business' potential, allowing you to boost revenue streams
and ultimately generate additional income to fuel the growth of your business! Our cost-
effective payment options provide a dual advantage for your clinic, tailored specifically to
your unique individual or business circumstances.

PURCHASE OUTRIGHT (SELF-FUNDING)
If you wish to make a full payment for a machine without any financing options. To initiate the
process,      please email us at sales@contourgroup.co.uk        stating the specific machine(s)
you are interested in purchasing. We will issue an invoice for payment.

OUR MULTIPLE PAYMENT OPTIONS 

INTEREST FREE FINANCE
Pay a required deposit and spread the remaining balance over 6-12 months, on our interest
free monthly repayment agreement. 

Click here to apply

OUR PAYMENT OPTIONS
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